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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Parallel computing is deeply tied to the HPC community.Yes, I have. Given it's a 30-minute talk, I see it in three parts: 1. The Technology2. The Tools3. The Business Under Technology: 1. Logic2. Memory/Storage3. Fabrics4. Architecture/Microarchitectures Under Tools: 1. Parallel Frameworks vs Languages (e.g. Hadoop and GraphLab)2. Web Programming Tools (e.g. Parallel JavaScript)3. Big Compute and Big Data Under Business: 1. Exascale: a solution looking for a problem2. Is Big Data good for HPC or not?3. Can HPC sustain its own architecture?How will HPC lead the way … defining the future of computing?Three trendsEverything is a computer … and those computers will be parallel.From attack of the kiiller micro to attack of the killer cell phoneEveryone is a programmerDomain specialists develop applications … computer scientist move into the background.Every computation is suspectMoore’s law is pushing us to the atomic threshold.  Uncertainty is a fact of lifeNear threshold logic saves power, but at the cost of reliabilityFor high end HPC .. Put a million components in a box, multiple small “Mean time between failures” and what do you get?  Failure WILL occur as applications run.
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 Trends in Parallel Computing 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How will HPC define the future of computing?Over the next 30 years we will see three trends that will drive to exascale and beyond…The three drivers that I will discuss today are... The Technology>> 2. The Tools>> 3. The Business



Near Threshold Voltage Logic 
• Claremont: an experimental NTV processor 

• An actual Pentium-era microarchitecture 
• Plugs into old Pentium motherboards 
• First demoed at Fall IDF 2011 

• First processor to demonstrate the benefits 
of NTV circuits for logic design 

• Key characteristics 
• Built in low-leakage 32nm SoC technology 
• Operates from 280mV@3MHz to 1.2V@915MHz  
• Runs both Linux and Windows 

S. Vangal et al, A 280mV-to-1.2V Wide-Operating-Range IA-32 Processor in 32nm CMOS, ISSCC 2012 
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4.7x better energy efficiency in NTV mode 



 
 
 

Co-Packaged Embedded DRAM 
Intel® 4th Gen Core™ Processor Family with GT3e Graphics 
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• Large L4 cache memory (size and speed TBA) 
• Based on Intel’s HiK 22 nm Tri-gate logic technology 
• Enhanced to include a quality embedded DRAM (eDRAM) capability 
• Designed to be built in high volume at low cost 
• Future: other co-packaged processor/memory designs underway 



Intel’s Integrated 
Silicon Photonics 

Technology 
On-die lasers 
On-die detectors 
On-die modulators 
On-die multiplexers 
On-die demultiplexers 
Tested at the wafer level 
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Presentation Notes
The CRAN Datacenter and Integrated Silicon Photonics building big C-RAN datacenters in the future will require very high performance optical network solutions.Intel has moved its silicon photonics efforts beyond research and into development, and the company has delivered engineering samples that run at speeds of up to 100 gigabits per second (Gbps) to selected customers.Silicon Photonics is ready for commercialization We have made significant progress over last few yearsTechnology allows scaling from 50Gbps to 1TbpsOpportunity to change the Data Center game 100G (4x25G)Strong interest from broad funnel of customers Justin talking points – SPT team has achieved a number of breakthroughtsNow I want to show you yet another breakthrough – a functioning 100Gbps, fully integrated SPT module



Photonic Rack Architecture 

Photonic Rack Architectures: Accelerating Server Disaggregation 

Photonics in the Rack 
Cable reduction 
Bandwidth increase 

Flexible Topologies 
Resilient rings 
Separable network & storage 

Distributed Switching 
Xeon & Atom Fabric 
Aggregation 

Better TCO 
Memory, NICs and Storage span 
multiple CPU generations 
Better serviceability 

Thermal Efficiencies 
Flexible component placement 

RAS 
Redundant fabrics, storage, memory 
Resources shared among CPUs  
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The Advent of HPC Optimized Processors 
Intel’s Xeon Phi Processor Featuring MIC Architecture 

MIC Architecture 

• Familiar multi-core + cache design 

• Using Intel’s HiK 22nm Tri-gate process 

• 60 small, VPU-enhanced, IA cores 

• Fully cache-coherent design 

• >1 TFLOPS Linpack  @ >3.0 GF/Watt 

• >80% efficiency at 1.3GHz 
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Demonstrates a vector-enhanced, small-core, 
general-purpose architecture is HPC competitive 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Reactive background: "The over 1 Tflops of performance was DGEMM performance shown at a silicon level at an estimated 150W of power. However, we aren't disclosing exact power consumption numbers at this time."Note: we are talking about a silicon performance efficiency number and not a KNC card number



Tool Trends 
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1. Parallel Frameworks vs Languages (e.g. Hadoop and GraphLab)2. Web Programming Tools (e.g. Parallel JavaScript)3. Big Compute and Big Data



 
Making Parallelism Accessible from the Browser 

Parallel JavaScript 
 

• Make multi-core, SIMD and GPU resources accessible 
• Preserves the safety and security the Web requires 
• Maintains web developers comfortable programming model 
• Closely ties into the HTML5 ecosystem 
• Targets web apps that feature computer vision, gaming, and image 

processing, and video editing 



Parallel Languages and Frameworks 
Which one is solving the parallel programming problem? 

• Parallel languages are fascinating, but a small percentage ever 
get used by real applications programmers. 

• What’s working are parallel frameworks on top of today’s most 
popular languages. 

*Other brands and names may be claimed as the property of others. 

APIs tuned to needs of the application programmer  
while hiding the details of the parallelism 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s build on success (measured by user impact)!!The common theme:  Expose an interface tuned to the needs of application programmers that hides the details of the parallel machine.   Programmers expose concurrency but don’t worry about how it is supported on parallel hardware. use.



How Do We Generalize this Approach? 
In collaboration with UC Berkeley ParLab 

Goal: Enable “domain experts” to write efficient parallel applications 

Define a Pattern 
Language of 

Parallel Application 
Programming 

Software 
Architectures 
Expressed in 
a Framework 

Framework 
Optimized with 

Software 
TransformationTools 
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Goal: to enable “domain experts” who know little about parallel computing to write efficient parallel applications. They express concurrency and leave it to the framework to make it run fast in parallel.



Business Trends 
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1. Exascale: a solution looking for a problem2. Is Big Data good for HPC or not?3. Can HPC sustain its own architecture?



HPC Industry Growth Outlook 

What Will it Take to Significantly Accelerate Growth? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key issue for the future of HPC – limited growth (3.6% CAGR for HPC servers – InterSect 360 Research, 2009)Is there an application out there that has the opportunity to drive significantly faster growth in this industry?  Maybe another Cold War?  Hopefully not…



Is Big Data Good for Big Compute? 

Big Sensed Data 

Big Web Data 

Big Corp Data 
Structured  
Data 

Unstructured Data 

Current Corp Data 
Time 

Volume 

Source: IDC Enterprise Predictions January2011.  

• New high-growth applications expected 
to grow by ~50X this decade 

• Machine learning algorithms benefit 
from increasing parallelism 

Big Data Big Compute 
• Well-known applications in science 

and engineering with slow growth 

• Computation on large matrices 
benefits from more concurrency 
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HPC helps extract value from all that dataHPC will move Big Data from the target of static searches to a pipeline of intelligent agentsHPC  transforms Big Data From Batch orientation to Mission critical and real time orientationData moves from target of static search to constructed in a pipeline of intelligent agentsThis requires shift form simple storage architecture to Greater Intelligence in the Storage SystemCluster computation for rapid/accurate real time answers to real time dataFabric Performance becomes Essential to Insight deliveryCluster computation for rapid/accurate real time answers to real time dataThe industry has given this phenomenon a name:  “Big Data”… Big data is mainly about unstructured data – this is data beyond the historic data captured in corporate data bases and includes images, videos, and text documents of all kinds.  This type of data is expected to grow ~50X this decade and the challenges is not just storage….…To harness all this data, we are seeing a variety of approaches and are collaborating with leading analytics companies to develop, faster more efficient data analysis and storage solutionsScattering problems give rise to enormous dense matricesKey pointsFirst, big data is mainly about unstructured data, or its cousins, semi-structured data and multi-structured data, such as text-heavy documents, images, videos, files, clickstreams, etc. Unstructured data accounts for more than 80% of the big data volume, and still keeps growing at a fast pace, and will grow by 50X by the end of this decade. The challenge of 50X more data is not just storage, but the whole lifecycle from data capturing, …,and most importantly, there is no one-size-fits-all architecture to cope with the challenge. Instead, big data must be architected to solve a particular problem set, in a cost-effective way.And this has been reflected in the history of big data. At the beginning of the era, the growth of corporate data was first triggered cheaper storage and rising computation capacity. And the architecture then was to deal with structured data, mostly transactional records. Then the Internet, particularly the rising of social media, triggered the explosion of web data. Scale-out, share-nothing architecture with commodity hardware was a major drive behind this wave.Then corporate data staged a comeback, striving to revolutionize the whole IT infrastructure, and use deep analytics to extract real-time, predictive business intelligence.And finally, sensed data came last, however thanks to the billions of sensors and connected devices generating data continuously at the edge, it will eventually dominate within five years. And it requires new architectural innovations.And one last component of the definition is: big data is not just big in volumes, instead, it has four Vs: volume, variety, meaning data coming from many sources in various structures, values, and finally velocity. Big Data comes at us faster than ever before and there are demands to respond to it many times faster than we can now. The pace of everyday business asks for real-time intelligence, they don’t want to wait until tomorrow or next week to understand what’s going now.To harness all this data, we are seeing a variety of approaches and are collaborating with leading analytics companies to develop, faster more efficient data analysis and storage solutions.�
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How will HPC define the future of computing?Over the next 30 years we will see three trends that will drive to exascale and beyond…The three drivers that I will discuss today are... The Technology>> 2. The Tools>> 3. The Business
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